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Outline

 General trends
 When did galaxies form?
 The rise in star formation rate 

and stellar mass growth
 SSFR(z)
 Epoch of formation
 Building the Hubble sequence

 Physical diagnostics
 Spectral lines analysis
 Outflows
 Mergers
 Environment, emerging proto-

structures

 How many different 
evolutionary tracks?
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SFRD from Bouwens et al. 2015
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How galaxies assemble their mass ?
What regulates their SFR ?
How is the Hubble sequence forming ?

Accretion

?

 Hierarchical picture 

 Stellar mass assembly & growth 
may proceed from a number of 
physical processes:
 Star formation from gas in DM halo
 Star formation from Cold/Hot gas 

accretion
 Merging
 Feedback from stars, SNe, AGN
 Regulation of gas supply, outflows, 

strangulation, quenching

 How and when?

explore the diversity of galaxy  
populations

Or
Merging
And…



Preliminary comment: are we making a complete 
census of mass and star formation at 2<z<6 ?

Color selection: a crude thing of 
the past at 2<z<6?
 Purity
 Completness
Contamination issues:
Hard to estimate and correct, 
systematics?

Photometric redshifts
 a “robust business”?
 need “red” photometry
 Missing galaxies? missing SFR and 

mass?
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Ilbert+ 13, 15

Complement photometry with spectroscopy

z~3-4 Le Fèvre+15               z>5  Vulcani+16



VUDS ~7000 spectra z>2:                   
~3Gyr of evolution in one glance
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Other on-going spectroscopic surveys

• VANDELS: 2000 galaxies 3<z<6, UV-
rest, high-S/N

• MOSFIRE (KBSS, MOSDEF): NIR 
spectroscopy, z~2-3

• Ly HSC spectroscopic follow-up
• …

z_phot selected: 1st and 2nd peak of PDF(z)
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I. GENERAL TRENDS



 Derive redshift of formation from
Age, SFH, at observed redshift

 Formation redshift function (FzF)

 FzF: rise of 2dex from z~10 to z~3
 Similar to the rise in SFRD

 Average SFR 8-20 Msun/year at z~5  

Epoch of galaxy formation?

No particular epoch of galaxy formation
• Galaxies form at all times
• More galaxies formed when nearing the 

SFRD peak

R. Thomas+17
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Formation redshift

Formation redshift



UV LFs to track the rise in SFRD

 Bright end: Schechter or more 
populated?
 SFGs LF = AGN LF at MUV~-22?

 Faint end: cosmic variance?
 Less than 10-20%?

 Need trust on the photometry-
based counts and associated
corrections (purity and 
contamination)

 Do we know the (unobscured) 
UV LF sufficiently well ?
 Overlap in LBG and HIERO 

populations at z~3 is… zero
(Wang et al. 2016) 
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Bouwens+15

UltraVista
Bowler+14+15



Transforming UV photons to SFRD

Needs contraints and hypotheses on

 Dust extinction 

 IMF: Salpeter, Chabrier

 Faint end slopes

Is the SFR(D) underestimated? z-dependent?

Castellano+14 claim x2-10 between standard case 
B and SFR from SED fitting. 

Scarcity of measurements between z~3 and z~6

TBD next:

- LF and SFRD from spectroscopy (J. Pforr’s talk)

- H LF and SFRD coming soon
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Madau&Dickinson14

Bouwens+15

Current concensus: strong rise in SFRD 
from end of reionization to a peak at z~2



But what if we are missing
some dust-obscured galaxies?
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Wang et al., 2016



The build-up of 
stellar mass in 2<z<6

 Strong evolution of the mass function

 Strong rise of SMD *

 The emergence of massive galaxies

 The emergence of quiescent galaxies

 Does not tell how it’s happening, but it’s happening
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COSMOS2015, Davidzon+17

SFGs

Quiescent

An active time in building-up mass, and 
transforming active galaxies to quiescent



What does the specific star formation rate 
SSFR(z) tell us ?

 Bending of SSFR(z) for 
z>2.5

 Observed shape of SSFR 
not compatible with pure 
accretion models?

 Some other processes
must be going on 
(merging, environment …)

Tasca et al. 2015, Faisst et al. 2016, 
others
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The main sequence
SFR-Mstar and beyond

A tool to characterize 
populations:

 “Normal” on the MS

 “Peculiar” outside the MS

 Starbursts

 Quenched population

 Duty cycle of these 
populations? 
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z~4-5
Starbursts?

SMUVS, Caputi+17

VUDS, Tasca+15



The build-up of the Hubble sequence
what does it tell us?

Drastic change in 
morphologies with z But smooth decrease in sizes ?
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Shibuya+15



Galaxy size 
evolution 2<z<5

 HST imaging (COSMOS, 
CANDELS) with VUDS 
spectroscopic redshifts 

 Measure sizes
 Effective radius (makes symmetry 

hypothesis: not good at z>2)
 Total size (all above a given isophote)

Results:

 Average size ~2kpc constant w/ z

 Very large range in sizes at same 
redshift: 0.1 to 5 kpc radius

 Imprint of several different 
assembly processes ?

Ribeiro+16 15
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The same
formation process !?

Images of galaxies 
at 2<z<5

Examples of the largest galaxies
Proto discs ?

Examples of the smallest galaxies
Proto spheroids ?

(these galaxies have similar
stellar masses and SFR)
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II. PHYSICAL DIAGNOSTICS



Merging: major contribution to galaxy
mass assembly?

 Major impact on mass 
growth? 

 mix of stellar populations 
with different origins,
impact on SFH

 Impact on star formation 
rate may be limited (not 
an argument against
merging)

Contrary to some other major 
physical processes, merging can
be measured to highest z
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dV=280km/s
drp=6 kpc

Merge in 1Gyr

e.g. Tasca+14



Evolution of the merger rate

 The merger fraction of 
massive galaxies remains
high from z~1-2 (MASSIV 
survey) to z~3-4 (VUDS)

 Mfrac~10-20% in major 
mergers 1:4 over 2<z<4 

 L* galaxy has ~doubled its
stellar mass from merging
since z~4

 Accurate measurements of 
the merging rate at z>4 is
the next frontier

Le Fèvre et al. In prep.

VUDS

??

z~1-2: MASSIV Lopez-Sanjuan et al. 2013



Clumpy fraction: mergers and 
disc instabilities (VDI)

 The dominant number of clumps for 
a 2<z<6 galaxy is 2
 20 to 40% of clumpy galaxies have only 2 

clumps

 The large and bright clumps are in 
two-clumps galaxies, too bright for 
VDI

major mergers (~20%)

 The small and faint clumps are in 
multi-clumps galaxies Nc3

violent disc instabilities

Two main modes of galaxy 
assembly?
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Clump area vs. 
Absolute UV magnitude

2-clumps systems!

B. Ribeiro +17
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Outflows / inflows
Outflows are ubiquitous at z~3
Mass loss a few 100 MSun yr-1

Indicative of strong feedback

TBD: z>4 

Inflows (the gist of the “cold 
accretion” picture): yet to be 
properly assessed observationally 
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Steidel+10 Bouché+13



Environment

A fast developing field

 Are the properties of galaxies 
depending on emerging
proto-structure environment?

 Need volume and velocity
resolution to find proto-
structures

 VUDS: 50 proto-groups and 
proto-clusters in 1 deg²

 In progress: galaxy properties
as a function of local density
 Preliminary: yes, local density

matters
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VUDS COSMOS proto-cluster z=4.57

Lemaux+17



Spectral diagnostics: new 
promises at z>>2

Apply diagnostics like in 
the “optical”: BPT at z~2

UV line diagnostics (e.g. 
Feltre+16, Nakajima+17)
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Steidel+14 Nakajima+17



Specific populations: CIII]-1909A emitters
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Strongest
CIII] emitters

Hard ionizing field: AGN or strong
early starburst ? 

-> AGN contribution is needed

Nakajima+17
Le Fèvre+17

Statistics from the VUDS survey:

 Fraction of emitters with
EW(CIII)>3Å 24%

 Not very useful as a substitute to 
Ly to get zspec at z>6 

 Weak correlation CIII] vs. Ly

 Strongest CIII] emitters with
EW(CIII])>20Å: very interesting
population, Hard ionizing field!
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Location of strong CIII emitters w.r.t. 
the main sequence at z~3

All SFGs

On-going quenching from AGN+starburst?
Le Fèvre+17

 To produce
EW(CIII])>20Å requires
a strong ionizing field
such as produced by 
AGN or extreme
starbursts

 The strongest CIII] 
emitters are below the 
main sequence

 Their stellar
populations are older

CIII] emitters: Evidence for on-going
SF quenching ?
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III. PROSPECTS

Let’s not forget 2<z<6 in the excitment about the “first sources” during 
reionization!

This is a much important epoch in galaxy assembly!
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More spectroscopy from ground-based telescopes

VUDS LF in 5<z<6.5, in progress, ~80 galaxies with
secure redshifts

VANDELS
IR spectroscopy above z=3

Sample spectra from PhD student
Yana Khusanova

…

z=5.1750

z=6.2675

Ly



JWST: breaking many frontiers in 2<z<6

Spectra covering from Ly to H up 
to z~7: constrain mass, SFR, age, 
metallicity, in a consistent way

Faint end LF, low mass MF
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From R. Thomas 

Atek+15

HOIII
OII

Ly

IFU-2D spectro at 
z~6 like today at 
z~2 (SINFONI, 
KMOS, KECK)



Expanding physical diagnostics to 
the sub-mm
 CII], CO, … 

 Identified “easily” to z~7

 Small bandpass: 
optimise use of ALMA, 
follow-up galaxies with 
known zspec

Need to go from case analysis to 
robust survey statistics

A2C2S: the ALMA-ALPINE C+ 
Survey

 Cycle 5: 122 galaxies with
4<zspec<6

 SFR, dynamics (masses)

29Capak+15



Wide field surveys needed as well
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Bright and massive objects
Rare objects,  short events

Euclid-2021
Wide survey: YJH imaging, 
0.9-1.8 microns spectroscopy
15000 deg², AB~24
Deep survey: 40 deg², AB~26

WFIRST-2026(?)
Wide survey: 2500 deg², 
AB~24-26
Deep survey ?



How many different paths for galaxy
formation in 2<z<6 ?

 The diversity of galaxy properties 0.2-2Gyr after 
the reionisation is striking

 There must be several different channels for 
forming galaxies
 Track the progenitors of disks and spheroids

 Not simply a “Cold accretion along the cosmic 
web” picture with secular evolution
 Catastrophic events: merging, quenching,…
 Continuous processes: environment,…
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Ultra-compact                        major mergers disc formation                 massive LSB  



How many different paths for galaxy
formation in 2<z<6 ?
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Massive LSB                           disc formation                         Merger Ultra-Compact  

Illustris

Wellons+15



Summary

 The epoch 2<z<6 is a major epoch in galaxy formation 
and assembly

 Very diverse galaxy properties point to several paths
for galaxy formation

 Track the progenitors of disks and spheroids observed at z~2

 Several galaxy formation channels and subsequent mass 
assembly

 Continue assembling evidence: ALMA, JWST,…
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